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VTECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 64744
COMPUTER USER'S MANUAL FOR A GENERALIZED CURVE
FIT AND PLOTTING PROGRAM
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
The use of graphically displayed data is often quite beneficial to engi-
neers, scientists, and other decision makers. Such graphs can be in the
form of reporting charts, presentation viewgraphs, and technical illustrations.
A program has been developed for the IBM 11301 computing system (with a
1627 plotter) that enables a non-computer oriented individual to easily gen-
erate a plot of a set or sets of numerical data on 8. 5 x 11 in. standard2 paper.
This program is entitled the Generalized Curfit and Plotting (GECAP) program.
This computer program has various output options in which it can display the
data in different forms. These options include discrete, linear, continuous,
and histogram types of output plots. The continuous option also performs a
least-squares curve fit (Regression Analysis) on the input data. A statistical
analysis of variance test determines the best-degree polynomial fit, and a
printout of the polynomial coefficients is given.
Graph titles, coordinate labels, and symbol identification are included
on each plot. The user of the program needs only to supply two instruction
cards and the necessary data to be plotted.
The rest of this manual contains information about the use and opera-
tion of GECAP. Five example plots and associated input data are illustrated.
These examples demonstrate various combinations of the input options avail-
able to the program. A brief summary of the program description is included
along with Fortran listings of the coded subroutines. Modification of the pro-
gram can be easily undertaken by experienced programmers since the logic
1. This program can be readily converted over to the other computing sys-
tems with minor modification.
2. Any type of paper may be used; however, this size is most common in
written reports and viewgraphs.
i
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operations within the program listing have been well illustrated. A compre-
hensive list of various error messages is also contained within the program
logic.
SECTION II. CONTROL CARDS, INPUTDATA
AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
A. Control Cards
The following is a description of the control cards necessary for the
program.
• Control Card 1 may be either a cold start card or a job card
A cold start card is mandatory each time a different disc is changed out of
the computer. A job card has the following form:
// JOB
• Control Card 2 is an execution card and has the following form:
// XEQ GECAP 1
• Control Card 3 initiates the segmentation of the program in order
to minimize the core requirements for GECAP. This card has the following
form:
*LOCALGECAP, LABEL, HIST, ERRO
B. Input Data
The following is a description of the data cards necessary for the
program.
• Case Card
The format for this card is (A4, 12, IX, A2, 12, 3X, 5A6, 3X,
12, 3X, 12)
Columns 1-4: Punch the letters CASE.
Columns 5-6: Punch the number of the case. (Punch 1 if the
first case, 2 if second case, etc.)
Columns 8-9: Punch the letters OF.
Columns 10-11: Punch the total number of cases to be plotted
per graph.
Columns 15-44: These spaces are reserved for the name or
label the user may wish to place on each individual data set.3
(Optional, leave blank if not needed)
Columns 48-49: These columns are reserved for the exponent
used to label the x axis.4 (Optional, leave blank if not needed)
Columns 53-54: These columns are reserved for the exponent
used to label the y axis.4 (Optional, leave blank if not needed)
Columns 55-80: These columns should always be left blank.
An example of this card is given as follows:
Columns
1-4 6 8-9 11 15-44 48-49 53-54
CASE 1 OF 4 TEST RUN 24D -1 -1
• Program Instruction Card
This card contains information about how the grid should be
drawn and how the data should be plotted. The format for this card is
(6F10.4, 4A1)
3. This name will be printed below the x axis and will be preceded by a data
symbol corresponding to the data mark symbols on the curve of interest.
4. These exponents will cause the last labeled 'tic' mark on each axis to be
followed by a 'x 10 , where exp is the input value. (-9 s exp ^  99).
Example: 20 x 10"1. See Example Case 4 for use of this input variable.
Columns 1-10: XING - This variable is the numerical incre-
ment between 'TIC' marks for the x axis.
Columns 11-20: YINC - Same as XINC except for the y axis.
Columns 21-30: XMAX - Upper limit for the x axis.
Columns 31-40: YMAX - Upper limit for the y axis.
Columns 41-50: XSTRT - Value assigned to the x origin.
Columns 51-60: YSTRT - Value assigned to the y origin.
NOTE: A restriction of the program requires that none of the
six variables defined above contain more than two decimal places. If more
decimal places are used, an error message will be printed. Execution may
be continued but caution is advised, as invalid results may be generated.
Columns 61: TYPE (l) - Label type (integer or real) to be
placed on the x axis. A 'D' punched will plate integer numbers
on the axis, and either an 'L' or 'C' punched will place real
numbers on the axis.
Column 62: TYPE (2) - Same as TYPE (l) but for the y axis.
Column 63: TYPE (3) - Type of plot to be generated (discrete,
continuous, linear, or histogram). The options are specified
as follows:
Punch Option
D This punch will cause the discrete option to be
executed. Only the input data is plotted and the
points are not connected in any manner.
C This punch exercises the continuous plot option.
After the individual points are plotted, the program
calculates a best-fit function using the least-
squares method and then plots the calculated
function. (See Appendix A for details.)
Punch Option
L This punch causes the program to plot each indivi-
dual point and at the same time connect each point
to the previous one with a straight line.
H This punch causes a histogram to be generated
from the input.
Column 64: NODAT - Punch any symbol in this column and no
data points will be marked on the grid.
• An example of this card is as follows:
Columns
1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 jU 02 J53 64
1.0 2.0 9.0 90.0 1.0 60.0 D C C *
• Title Card
This data card contains the labels for the grid. The format for
this data card is (6A4, A2, 6A4, A2, 7A4).
TITLX - This is a string of 26 characters to be placed on the
x axis.
TITLY - This is a string of 26 characters to be placed on the
y axis.
TITLE - This is a string of 28 characters to be placed above
the grid. An example of the title card is as follows:
Columns
1-26 27-52 53-80
PRESSURE CC-2 MM-HG EFFICIENCY-PCT. MOLECULAR SIEVE
• Deck of x and y coordinates
These data cards contain the x and y values of the data to be
plotted and are punched according to the format 2F10.4.
When using the continuous or histogram option, the data points must
be entered in the data set in order of increasing x value; that is, x must be
less than x ; x must be less than x , ... x must be less than x . If this






An END card must be placed at the end of each data set. This




Multiple curves can be plotted on a single graph. Data for each new
set can be stacked behind the previous case by adding a new CASE card and
END card. Figure 1 illustrates a generalized GECAP deck setup. Section II
shows a variety of different example plots which demonstrate the use of the
different options available to the GECAP user.
C. Operating Instructions
The following is a list of operating instructions for using GECAP on the
IBM 1130.
1. Place disc in position in the disc storage unit.
2. Turn file ON/OFF switch to the ON position.
3. Wait for the FILE READY light to appear on the console typewriter.
4. Press the NPRO button on card reader.
5. Load the GECAP deck.
GENERALIZED GECAP DECK SET-UP
000000000111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666666777777
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345
// JOB OR //»*»COLD START CARD***//


















(THIS CARD BEGINS THE DATA SET FOR CASE M)
XVALUE(N) YVALUF. <N>
END
—NOTE—MAXIMUM VALUE OF N IS 100.
—NOTE—MAXIMUM VALUE OF M (NUMBER OF CASES) IS UNLIMITED.
THE NUMBER OF DATA MARK SYMBOLS. HOWEVERt IS
LIMITED TO SIX. THEREFORE* IF DATA MARKS ARE USED*
ONLY THE DATA POINTS FOR THE FIRST SIX CASES WILL
BE LABELED WITH THESE MARKS.
Figure 1. Generalized GECAP deck set-up.
6. Check to see that all 15 sense-switches above the console type-
writer are in the OFF position.
7. Press the START button on card reader.
8. If a Cold Start Card is being used, press the PROGRAM STOP
button, press the RESET button, and then press PROGRAM LOAD button on the
console typewriter.
9. If a JOB card is being used, press the green START button on
the console typewriter.
10. Wait for user message (l) to appear on the console typewriter.
Press the START button on the console typewriter after this message has
been written on the typewriter.
11. Let the program run. (Error messages may appear on the
console typewriter indicating input errors).
SECTION III. EXAMPLE CASES
Five example cases are shown in Figures 2 through 16 in an effort to
illustrate the options and combinations of options available in GECAP. Each
example includes the following information:
1 . A listing of the input deck.
2. A listing of the printed output.
3. A copy of the output plot.
Example Case 1 illustrates the linear option with data points marked.
The x-axis is labeled with real numbers and the y-axis is labeled with integer
numbers. Each of the plotted coordinates are connected with a straight line.
Note that the output listing validates the value of the input variables.
OOOOOOOOOllll l l l l l l22222222223333333J3J4<t444<t4444;>:>9:>&:>i>:>:>!>b6ob6ooe>toO l i t I I 1 1 I I / a
123*5678901 2 34S67B9012 3456 7890 12 34567 990 12 3456 78901 234S>6 7 8901 2 343
// JOB OR //»**COLO START CARD***//
// XEU GECAP 1
•LOCALGFCAP.LABELtHlST .ERRO
CASE 1 OF 1
1. 5. }J. iJ.J. U. U. COL
























Figure 2. Listing of input deck for Example Case 1.
Example Case 2 illustrates the discrete option,
with integer numbers.
Both axes are labeled
Example Case 3 illustrates the histogram option. Note that the maxi-
mum x value for the case is specified as 20 on the Program Instruction Card
while the maximum x value in the input data is only 19. When the H option
is being used, the value for XMAX on the Program Instruction Card should
always be at least one x increment larger than the maximum value of the
input data.
Example Case 4 illustrates the continuous option with no data points
marked. Also illustrated here is the use of the exponential option to scale
the axis values. Note that the x and y values of the input data are not scaled
down but are within the specified limits of the program instruction card.
Example Case 5 illustrates the continuous option with three cases
plotted on the same graph. The plot includes symobls identifying each of the
three corresponding curves. Notice that in the printed output, a user's
message appears which indicates that the polynomial calculated may not be
accurate. After inspection of the curve on the output plot, it is seen that the
curve is acceptable for most practical purposes. A printout of the polynomial













Y-AXIS INCREMENT = 5.00
Y-AXIS LIMIT * 100.00





TEST CASE 1 X-COORDINATE TEST CASE 1 Y-COORDINATE
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// JOB OR //*«»COLD START CARD*»»//
// XE« GECAP 1
*UOCALGECAP.LABEL.HIST .ERRO
CASE 1 OF 1
2. 10. 20. 200. 0. 50. DUD














































TEST CASE 2 X-COORDINATE TEST CASE 2 Y-COORDINATE
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123*1)6789012 54 567S9012 34 5tT/ yv r
/ / JOB OR //»**COLD S f A ^ r f .AKJ***/ /
// XEU GECAP 1
"LOCALGFCAP.LABFL .H IST ,tl-'iA)
cast: i OF i
1« <?£)• ?0. 1?J.















































Y-AXIS INCREMENT « 20.00
Y-AXIS LIMIT = 120.00
Y-AXIS ORIGIN = 20*00
•••INPUT DATA***
TEST CASE 3—CELL MEAN TEST CASE 3—FREQUENCY
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// JOB OR / /»«*COLO S T A R T CARO»** / /
// XEU OECAP 1





















































































OPTION. NO DATA MARKS
END
















Y-AXIS INCREMENT - 5.00
Y-AXIS LIMIT - 10.00
Y-AXIS ORIGIN - -10.00
«»*INPUT DATA***












































































Figure 12. Listing of printed output for Example Case 4.
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// JOB OR //«**COLO START CAWD**»//
// XEQ GECAP 1
• LOCALGECAP.LABEL.HIST .ERKO
CASE 1 OF 3 EXAMPLE CURVE 1
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MULTIPLE CU.NNNUUUJ OP I ION
Figure 14. Listing of input deck for Example Case 5.
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Figure 15. Listing of printed output for Example Case 5.
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SECTION IV. PROGRAM MESSAGES
A. User Messages
The following two user-messages have been included in GECAP.
••»* POSITION PLOTTER PEN APPROXIMATELY 3 INCHES FROM THF »***
**** RIGHT EDGE OF THE PLOTTER. . . . PRF.sn START . . . ****
This message appears on the console typewriter at the beginning of
each execution of the program. Its purpose is to instruct the user to make
sure the plotter pen is in a proper position relative to the plotting paper. To
continue execution the green PROGRAM START button on the console type-
writer must be pressed. (The plot origin is established at this position. )
2. ***USERS MESSAGE*** THE POLYNOMINAL CALCULATED MA?
'OR MAY NOT BE THE BEST FITTED CUR.YE
This message occurs when a statistical test in BESFT has not been
satisfied. Execution will continue and the user may determine if the calculated
polynomial is acceptable for his purposes. (See the section on program limi-
tations for more information. )
B. Error Messages
GECAP was designed such that input to the program was made as simple
as possible. However, various restrictions within the program logic may
result in erroneous output if invalid input is used. In order to aid the GECAP
user in detecting these errors, various messages are printed on the console
typewriter, which indicate some of the common errors that occur from
incorrect program instructions or input data. The following list describes
these messages and gives the course of action taken by GECAP during their
occurrence.
1. ****!RRQR**** CASE CARD INPUT V A R I A B L E IX INCORRFCT
•NUMt* OF CASES HAS BEEN SET EQUAL TO 1 +\FXECUTION RESUMED*
28
This message indicates that an error has been made in the format of
the CASE card. Execution will continue, setting the number of plots equal
to 1.
"2. **«*ERROR**»*END POINT OF X AX IS IS LESS THAN STARTING POINT****
••"EXECUTION DISCONTINUED****
This message indicates that an error has been made when specifying
the limits for the x axis. Execution will be discontinued at this point.
3
« ****ERROR*»**END POINT OF Y AXIS IS LESS THAN STARTING POINT****
••••EXECUTION DISCONTINUED****
This message indicates the same thing as message 4 except for the
y axis. Execution will be discontinued.
4
- ***ERROR*** NUMBER OF TIC MARKS EXCEEDS L E G I B I L I T Y LIMIT***
STANDARD FIX-UP TAKEN> EXECUTION CONTINUING
This message indicates that the values specified for labeling the axes
calls for more than 20 'tie' marks or labeling intervals. The program will
internally readjust the increments so that 10 'tic' marks are placed on the
axes and scale values are recalculated. Execution will continue. The user
may increase the increment value XINC or YINC to eliminate this error.
5. .*** ERROR. . MORE THAN 100 DATA POINTS ON INPUT ****
**** EXECUTION CONTINUING WITHOUT REMAINING POINTS**
A limit of 100 data points has been established for this program.
If this restriction is violated, the program will discard the extra data points
and continue execution with the first 100 values. This message will be printed
out for each input data card over 100.
****ERROR****THE VALUES SPECIFIED FOR LABELING THE AXES
61
 REQUIRE MORE PRECISION THAN THAT ALLOWABLE IN G*CAP
...CHECK GECAP USER MANUAL FOR DETAILS.. .
THIS ERROR MAY BE INSIGNIFICANT IN SPECIAL CASES... IP EXECUTION
IS STILL DESIRED PRESS START. . . IF NOT, PRESS STOP
29
This message indicates that more than two decimal places were
requested on the program instruction card. In some cases this error will
cause invalid results. If execution is desired, the green START button on
the console typewriter must be pressed. Six different input parameters
(XINC, YINC, XMAX, YMAX, XSTRT, YSTRT) are checked by the program
and any one of these values could cause this message to appear. The START
button must be pressed each time the message appears, and, only after all
six values have been checked, will execution of GECAP be resumed.
7. *«**ERROR****A DATA POINT WAS FOUND TO EXCEED THE LIMITS OF THE AXES. . . '
****EXECUTION DISCONTINUED****
This message indicates that one of the input coordinates does not
fall within the user defined limits of the coordinate axes. Execution will be
discontinued.
•***ERROR****INCORRECT PLOT OPTION WAS USED FDR
8
* VARIABLE TYPE(1).****CHECK GECAP USER MANUAL FOR DPTAILS
••**TYPE IN THE DESIRED OPTION FROM THE CONSOLE TYPEWRITER
(C,D,H, OR L). ****PRESS (EOF) BUTTON TO CONTINUE EXECUTION*****
9. ****ERROR**** INCORRECT PLOT OPTION WAS USED FOR
VARIABLE TYPE(2) . * * * *CHECK GECAP USER MANUAL FOR DETAILS
*»«*TYPE IN THE DESIRED OPTION FROM THE CONSOLE TYPEWRITER
(C,D,H, OR L). ****PRESS (EOF) BUTTON TO CONTINUE EXECUTION*****
10. ****ERROR**** INCORRECT PLOT OPTION WAS USED FOR
VARIABLE TYPE(3 ) . * * * *CHECK GECAP USER MANUAL FOR DETAILS
****TYPE IN THE DESIRED OPTION FROM THE CONSOLE TYPEWRITER
(C,D,H, OR L). ****PRESS (EOF) BUTTON TO CONTINUE EXECUTION*****
Messages 8, 9, and 10 appear when incorrect symbol options were
placed in columns 61, 62, or 63 of the Program Instruction Card. When this
message appears, the correct symbol should be typed in from the console
typewriter. To resume execution, the EOF button on the typewriter should be
pressed.
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11- »#*EKROK»»« ERKOR IN KOUTINE CUKF. EXECUTION CONTINUING
This error message occurs in routine CURF and indicates that an
error resulted while calculating the coefficients for the least squares poly-
nominal. Execution will continue.
SECTION V. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A. General
GECAP was designed exclusively for the IBM 1130 computing system.
This system was chosen because it is common among industrial and govern-
mental facilities, and therefore, provides easy access to the user. Core
requirements for this program are 8K words of storage.5
This program has been constructed to provide the user with a rapid
and accurate method of plotting a set of data on a grid without having to write
any programming instructions. The program reads in information concerning
starting values for the coordinate axes, upper limits for the axes, and step
increments between 'TIC' marks for the axes. These values are used to
calculate scale values for the grid. The scale values calculated by the pro-
gram are based on the assumption that the plot is small enough to fit an
8. 5 x 11 in. sheet of paper. User titles are read in for the x and y axes and
also for the grid, and placed at the proper location on the graph.
Several different types of plots are available. The user selects the
type of plot, the program generates the requested graph for the given data
set. The supplied information and the input data is written on the printer for
user reference.
Numerous options concerning the type of plot and the method of labeling
the axes are available to the user.
Labeling the axes:
1. Either or both of the coordinate axes may be labeled with integer
or real numbers.
5. The program is actually larger than 8K but by the use of the LOCAL and
LINK system overlay routines, the program is within the 8K limitation of the
1130 computer system.
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2. The user may wish to indicate that his labeled values on the
axes are scaled to a power of 10. If so, an option is available which will
label the last ' TIC' mark on each axis in such a manner as to indicate
this scaling factor (ex: 20 x 10"1).
Type of plot:
1. The data may be plotted as individual points marked by symbols
on the grid.
2. The data may be plotted as individual points with straight lines
connecting each point to the previous point.
3. A histogram option is available which generates a histogram
from the user-supplied frequency information.
4. An option may be used which plots the points individually and
then performs a least-squares curve fit on the supplied data. The program
uses a statistical test6 to determine which degree polynomial best fits the
data and then plots the curve. The coefficients of the calculated polynomial
along with the errors associated with the differences from the calculated
curve and the actual data are displayed on the printout.
5. The user may not desire data point symbols on his graph. If so,
an option is available, applicable to any of the above options, which causes no
data point marks to be placed on the grid.
6. Multiple cases may be plotted on the same grid for options 1, 2,
4, and 5.
7. If data point marks are used, one permits the data symbols to be
labeled.
After each set of data is plotted on the grid, the plotter pen is moved
to a point below the x axis. The symbol associated with that set of data is
drawn and followed by a user-specified name for that particular data set.
Only six curves may be labeled in this fashion as the IBM 1130 plotter routines
are limited to six different symbols for data point marks.
6. See Appe'ndix A
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B. Program Structure
GECAP is built primarily in two sections. The mainline, GECAP, and
supporting routines LABL, ERRO, and HIST perform the operations concerned
with drawing and labeling the grid, plotting the individual data points, and
generating a plot for all options except the least-squares curve-fit option.
The curve-fit option is contained in the second main routine, BESFT, which
calculates the polynomial coefficients and plots the corresponding function
on the grid. The program is built in this manner due to limited core require-
ments within the IBM 1130 computing system. The maximum amount of core
storage available on this system is 8, 000 words of core storage. Since
GECAP and BESFT each require approximately 8,000 words of core storage,
it is impossible to execute the program with both routines in core together.
Execution is achieved through the call LINK system routine which, in effect,
stores only one routine in core at a time. If the continuous option is used,
GECAP will call BESFT. When this is done, BESFT is brought into core.
BESFT executes its function and returns to GECAP. When GECAP returns
to core only the values for the variables stored in common will be retained.
Routines: The following is a list of routines called by the mainline
GECAP.
1. LABEL - This routine draws and labels the grid and places the
titles on the graph.
2. HIST - This routine generates a histogram plot from the input
data.
3. ERRO - This routine contains all GECAP error messages and is
called only when an error is found in the input data.
4. BESFT - This routine determines the best degree of polynomial
through a statistical ANOVA test and plots the least squares function on the
grid.
5. F - This function calculates the value of the dependent variable
from the polynomial equation found in the curve fit analysis.
6. CURF - This routine calculates the coefficients for all degree
polynomials (up to the llth degree) which fit the data.
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7. FINSH - This routine checks to see that all plotting has been
completed before further execution of the program proceeds. If the plot buffer
is empty, then the program continues; if not, the program waits for all plotting
to be completed before continuing.
NOTE: The routines LABEL, HISTO, and ERRO are placed in a system
monitor control, LOCAL. This causes these routines to be placed in core
only when they are called by the mainline GECAP. At all other times these
routines are stored on the disc. The purpose of this monitor control is to
prevent the amount of core storage used by GECAP from exceeding 8K words.
C. Program Restrictions and Limitations
1. As previously stated, use of a system routine (CALL LINK) and
a system monitor control (LOCAL) have been made in order to limit the
amount of core storage required by GECAP. The user should be cautious
when making program modifications, for these changes could drive core
requirement over the 1130 computer capacity.
2. When executing the continuous (C) or histogram (H) options, the
data must be input in order of increasing x value (x. < x.+l < x.+2 < x.+3, etc).
3. The statistical test in BESFT does not always guarantee that the
best degree polynomial has been selected by the program. It is possible that
the curve selected may be accurate for the given data points but not the best
"eye balled" curve. This circumstance may be avoided by using more data
points and by spacing these points evenly with respect to the x axis.
4. A maximum of 100 data points may be input for any case using
any option.
5. The maximum degree equation which will be calculated for any
case using the continuous option is an llth degree polynomial. For cases
where less than 11 data points are input, the maximum degree polynomial
calculated will be (N-l) where N is the number of data points.
D. PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS FOR OTHER COMPUTING SYSTEMS
This program may be modified to run on other systems by making a
few minor changes on large computers, rather than calling BESFT through
34
a CALL LINK system routine. BESFT should be a subroutine called by
GECAP and placing a GO TO statement after BESFT sending it to the beginning
ofGECAP. The system monitor, LOCAL, may be deleted. The plotter
routines must be changed as these routines are unique to each computing sys-
tem. Also, the input/output unit numbers for all READ and WRITE statements
must be changed to correspond to the particular installation.
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APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF THE BEST FIT POLYNOMIAL
One of the problems associated with plotting out the results of a least-
squares curve-fit is the determination of the degree of polynomial that best
fits the empirical data. One possible method is to calculate the least-squares
coefficients for as many polynomial equations as one desires, and then plot
out each of the different power curves. Selection of the plotted curves can
be made against the input data by using the "eye ball" technique.7 In many
cases this is the best method since the analyst has some prior information
about the shape of the curve, or because higher degree polynomial coefficients
cannot be determined due to a lack of enough data points.
However, a routine has been included in GECAP that statistically
determines the best degree of polynomial to be plotted. The test procedure
is mathematically defined as follows:
Given a set of n data points Xj, yt; x2, y2; x3, y3; + ... x , y ; one
can determine the least squares coefficients b , for an mth degree polynomial,
assuming m < n-1. An equation of this type is defined in the following form:
y (x.) = b,, + b, x. + b, x2 + ... ta xJm v i' ° i 2 i mi
The problem is to determine what value of m will give a statistically
good fit. (i. e., Does the addition of a higher order term to the polynomial
equation fit the data significantly better than without using it?)
A test can be set up that will solve this problem on a probabilistic
basis. The test uses the ratio of the difference of two independent estimates
of the error variance against a single estimate of the error variance. Mathe-





7. The "eye ball" technique (as named by the author) is simply a method in
which someone determines the shape of the approximate curve by placing a
french curve over the given data and estimating what a good fit would look like.
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where
V ( y ( x ) - y ) 2LJ ^m i i
S2 = -L -^i
m n - (m + 1)





m-1 n - (m)
is the residual variance after fitting the data with the m-lth degree polynomial.
The null hypothesis S2 = 0 (i. e. , the test can be stated as the mth
degree polynomial is not significantly better than the m-lth degree polynomial




m-1 0.95, Vj, v2
vz = n-m-1
to determine if the mth degree curve has a smaller error variance than the
m-lth polynomial. If the value of F is less than F then it is
a , i/u v2
assumed that the mth degree is satisfactory. This test is also performed
for the m-2th error variance. After two successive tests show no significant
in the F values, then it is assumed that the mth degree polynomial is a good
fit.8
It should be pointed out that this test will not always satisfy the user of
GECAP in all possible cases. However, it works well when the data to be
fitted is evenly distributed along the x axis and the data has less than two
8. The corresponding polynomial coefficients are printed out and the mth
polynomial function is plotted on the graph.
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inflection points. For data reflecting many (3 or more) inflection points,
the desired polynomial fit should have at least 30 or more coordinate values
per curve as input to the GECAP Program.
More information on this subject can be obtained from the books
Probability and Statistics for Engineers by I. Miller and J. Freund, page 245,
and/or Probability and Statistics in Engineering and Management Science by




The following program listing is included for those users wishing to
modify the existing program to suit a special need. The listing has been well
commented so that a programmer can isolate any individual logic operation
within a routine. Information on the IBM 1130/1800 plotter subroutines can
be obtained from the IBM System Reference Library, Form C26-3755-0.
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PROGRAM C i tCAP IS A G E N E R A L I S E D CURVE — FIT ANJ P L O T PRCGKAM bC.AP012U
FOR USE IN PLOTTING A wiot VARIETY OF DATA ON A GRID SMALL GCAPOUU
ENOUGH TO FIT ON AN 8 1/2 A 1. SHbtT OF PAPLH. NUMLROUS GCAPOl^U
OPTIONS ARE SUPPLIED To THE USEUi IN JKDEK FuK HIV TO 'JbTAIN GCAPOlbO






1 - EITHtR OR BOTH OF THE AXIS ON THh GRID MAY BE NUMB-
ERED IN EITHER INTLGEK OR KEAL NUMBER FORM.
2 - THE DATA MAY BL PLOTTED IN ANY ONE OF FOUR WAYS
GCAP022U
GCAP0230
(1) DISCRETELY -THE DATA IS PLOTTED AS I NU I V IDUALGCAP02 *»u
POINTS. WITH THE POINT SYMBOLS DIFFERING FROM GCAP02 !>O
CASE TO CASE. GCAP0260
(2) - LINEARLY - THE DATA POINTS ARE CONNECTED bY GCAP0270
STKAIGHT LINES. GCAP0280
(3) - CONTINUOUSLY - THE INDIVIDUAL POINTS ARE GCAP02.90
ORIGINALLY PLOTTED AS THE DESCRETE POINTS .BUTGCAP0300
THE POINTS UNDER GO A LEAST-SUUARES CURVE-FITGCAPOSIU
AND THE CALCULATED FUNCTION IS PLOTTED. GCAP0320
(4) - HISTOGRAM - THE DATA POINTS ARE NOT PLOTTED GCAP0330
INDIVIDUALLY » BUT A HISTOGRAM IS GENERATED
FROM THE INPUT DATA.
3 - MULTIPLE CASES MAY BE PLOTTED ON THE SAME
OUT INPUTTING ADDITIONAL GRID INFORMATION. THIS















-NOTE. ..AN OPTION FOR NO DATA POINT MARK.S
AVAILABLE FOR ANY TYPE OF PLOT.
-NOTE — IF DATA POINT MARKS ARE USED» AN OPTION MAY
BE USED TO LABEL EACH CURVE INDIVIDUALLY.
-NOTE --- IF THE USER DESIRES TO SHOW THAT HIS LABELED GCAP0460
VALUES ARE RAISED TO A POWER OF 10. AN OPTION EXISTS GCAPO<f70
WHICH LABELS THE LAST 'TIC' MARK ON THE AXIS IN SUCH GCAP04-80






































T I ILL I 7 )
; tXSTRT
Y S T R T .XSCLE.Y.SCLE




























IN THE INFORMATION ABOUT THt



















READ (R. 20 1TITLZ.ICASE.A.NCASE. IXNAME I O ) .0= 1 . b ) .TtiN ( 1 I . T EU ( 2 )
FORMAT! A4.1X.U.1X.A3.11.3X.5A6.3X.I2.3A.I2)
IF (NCASE-1140.30.30 GCAPOB60







THIS is THE CONSOLE MESSAGE FO« THE USEK GCAP0940
GCAPO*i>0
WRITEI1.80) GCAP096U
FORMATI' •*** POSITION PLOTTER PEN APPROXIMATELY 3 INCHES FROM THLGCAP0970
1 »•»*•»',/, i *»»» RIGHT EDGE OF FrtE PLOTTER. . . . PKESS START . GCAP09BO













WRITE(P.110)XINC«YINC.XMAX.YMAX .XSTRT . YSTRT .NCASE GCAPI120
FORMAT!/.' X-AXIS INCREMENT ='.F10.2.5X»'Y-AXIS INCREMENT ='.F10.2GCAP1130
I./.1 X-AXIS LIMIT =• '.F10.2.bX.'Y-AXIS L J M I T ' 'F1U.2./.1 X-GCAP1140
2AXIS ORIGIN * '.F10.2.5X.'Y-AXIS ORIGIN = 'F10.2./.' NCASES GCAP1150
3 = ',110) GCAP1160
GCAP1170
PAUSE
READ IN THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE GRID
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C«*» CHECK THE VALUES FOR LAbF.LING THt AXES TO SF.L IK Tut. STA^TIUCi










160 ERR = 4
CALL ERROI TYPt'.ERR .K.YINC 1
C




170 FORMAT!' TYPE!', 12,') = '.6X,A4>
IF (TYPE « 1-CONT ) 190 > 180. 190
180 TYPE(K) = 1
GO TO 260
190 iF(TYPEU)-DESC) 210.200.210









CALL ERROITYPE. ERR. K, YINC)
260 CONTINUE
C
C»«* READ IN TITLES FOR THE X AND Y AXIS AND ALSO THE GRAPH TITLE
C











IF (( IYI»10)- INCY 1300. 290.300
290 IF« IXI #10)- INCX 1310. 320. 310
300 IYI « IYH-1
GO TO 290
310 IXI - IXI + 1
320 NXTCS - (XMAX-XSTRT 1/XINC
C
C THIS IF TEST LIMITS THE NUMBER OF 'TIC1 MARKS FOR THt X-AXIS
C
IF (NXTCS-20 1340 .3^0.330
330 ERR-6
CALL ERROI TYPE.ERR.K. YINC)








































i^/-«-j.rjl £. o iK























340 NYTCS » ( YMAX-YSTRT ) /YINC
c







CALL LABEL ( TYPE .TEN , IX I .1 YI , I NCX , I NCY ,NXTCS .NYTCS , YINC 1
370 CALL SCALEIXSCLE.YSCLE, XSTRT, YSTKT)
C
C»»» READ IN DATA POINTS AND PLOT THEM
C
KI-1
CALL EPLOTI 1 .XSTRT .YSTRT )
380 READ(R»390)XVALU(KI ) .YVALUIKI ) ,XCH
390 FORMATI2F10.3»A3)
IFIXCM-XCHV1400.490.400
400 IF( YVALLMKI ) -YSTRT 1 440 .4 10 ,410
410 IFIYVALUUI 1-YMAX 1420. 42 0,440
420 IFIXVALUIKI ) -XSTRT 1440,430,430
430 IFIXVALUIKI )-XMAX)450»450.440
440 ERR-9
CALL ERROITYPE, ERR, K, YINC)
450 CONTINUE
460 IF(KI-101)470.480.480
470 KI « KI •«• 1
GO TO 380
C
C«*» A LIMIT OF 100 DATA POINTS IS ESTABLISHED FOR THIS PROGRAM
C
480 ERR-8
CALL ERROI TYPE, ERR. K. YINC)
GO TO 380
490 NCK-TYPEO)
GO TO (500,510,510,830) ,NCK
500 JFK » 1
GO TO 520
510 JFK • 2
520 GO T01540.530) .JFK
530 ICODE - 2
540 JG-KI-i
IF (TYPEJ 3 1-3) 5 50, 560. 550
550 IF(NODAT-BLNK)730, 560,730
560 00 630 LBJ-l.JG
IF (TYPE I 3 1-3 1600.5 70. 600
570 IFILBJ-1 1600,580,590
580 CALL EPLOTI l.XVALU(LBJ) ,YVALU( LBJ) 1
IF <NODAT-BLNK 16 30. 610.630
590 CALL EPLOT (2.XVALUILBJ) ,YVALU( LBJ ) )
IF (NOOAT-BLNKJ6 30 »6 10 ,630
600 CALL EPLOTI 1.XVALU1 LBJ) .YVALUI LBJ I I
CALL EPLOT(2,XVALU (LBJ) .YVALUILBJ) )
610 M-ICASE-1
620 CALL POINT! II )
630 CONTINUE
C































































DO 640 0*1 ,5
I F(XNAME I OI-OLANK 1650 ,640,6 50
640 CONTINUE
GO TO 730
650 X=(XMAX )-( XMAX-XSTRT ) /(4.5 )
660 Y= YSTRT-! .5 ) / (YSCLE)-I ./!)»( I I 1 / I Y S C L E )
670 CALL EPLOT (1 ,X,Y)
CALL EPLOT <2.X,Y>
680 CALL POINT! I I )
690 X=(XMAX)-(XMAX-XSTRT) /(5. )
Y=Y-(.05)/( YSCLEI
700 CALL ECHAR ( X ,Y , . 1 , . 1 ,0. 0 )
710 WRITE ( 7,720) (XNAME10 ) »P*i ,5 )
720 FORMAT (bA6)
730 WRITE(P«740) T I T L X t T I T L Y
740 FORMAT (///» 14X, ' ***INPUT DATA*** '»//• 1 X , oA't • A2 , 4 <» 6A4 ,A2 >//)
WRITE(Pt750)TITLZt ICASf tAtNCASE
7 5 Q FORMAT(2QX A 4 T 7 1 V A ^ T * 7 )
760 KI • M - 1
DO 780 I-ltKI
WRITE(P»770 )XVALU( I I »YVALU( I )
770 FORMAT! 7X,F10.4, 14X»7F10.4>
780 CONTINUE
KI * KI + 1







C»*» SET THE PEN FOR THE NEXT PLOT
C
820 CALL EPLOTI I t X M A X t YSTRT)
CALL SCALE! 1.0,1.0,0.0,0.0)




































































THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS Tt-.E GRID.
PLACES THE TITLES IN POSITION.
LABELS THE GKID. AND
SUBROUTINE LABEL(TYPE.TFN.I X I,IYI.INCX.INCY.NXTCS.NYTCS.YINC)




















THE LENGTH OF THE X AND Y AXES ARE GOVERNED BY THE NEXT TWO STATE-LABL0160
MENTS . FOR LONGER AXIS. CHANGE THE NUMBERS IN THE FOLLOWING STATELABL01 70
-ME.MTS SO THAT THE ACTUAL LENGTH OF THE AXIS UN INCHES ) WILL fie LABL018J
IN THE DIVIDEND OF THE STATEMENT. LABL0190
LABLC200
XSCLE « 8.5/lXMAX - XSTRT) LABL0210


























NXTCS • NXTCS «• 1





























































































































CALL ECHAR (X . Y ,. 1 , .1 ,0.0)
WRITE <7.310)TEN(1)
CONTINUE




















































































430 IF! TYPE!? )-2 14^0 .490t4',0
440 XINT«XINT-.05/XSCLE
450 GO TO 490
460 IFITENI2 )-13)<+70.340.340
470 FF=.1/XSCLE










Y = Y •»• YINC
NUM » NUM + INCY
XNUM « XNUM + YINC
540 CONTINUE
C














































































THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS ALL
CALLED ONLY BY GECAP
ERROR MESSAGES FOrt GECAP AND IS
SUBROUTINE ERROI TYPE«ERR»KtYINC>
GECAP REVISION C. 09/05/72
INTEGER TYPEO1.ERR
COMMON TITLXm tTJTLYm tTITLE«7l






10 WRITE I 1.20)
20 FORMAT!/.'»*»*ERROR»»«« CASE CARD INPUT








60 FORMAT!/»'»***ERROR»»*»END POINT OF Y
10INT*«*»'./.' ••••EXECUTION
GO TO 320


















VARIABLE IS INCORRECT './ERR0017U












VALUES USED FOR LABELINGERR00300
AXIS IS LESS THAN
DISCONTINUED«»»«'









THE AXES AND WRITE OUT AN ERROR MESSAGE






















IF! YYY-IYY) UO. 150 .140
WRITE!1.190)
PAUSE








































190 FORMAT(2X.'**»*ERROR»*»«THE VALUES SPECIFIED FOR LABELING THE AXESERR0070G
1'./.'REQUIRE MORE PRECISION THAN THAT ALLOWABLE IN GECAP ERR0071Q
2' ./•'...CHEC< GECAP USER MANUAL FOR DETAILS. ..',/,'THIS ERROR MAY ERR0072U
3BE INSIGNIFICANT IN SPECIAL CASES...IF EXECUTION' ./.'is STILL PESiERRcovau
4RED PRESS START...IF NOT. PRESS STOP') tRR007<»0
200 GO TO 320 ERK00750
210 WRITE! 1.2201K ERRO'J760
220 FORMATI2X.'»*»«ERROR»»»*INCORRECT PLOT OPTION WAS USED FOR1./.1 ERR00770
1VARIABLE TYPE! '.11.' ) .**»*CHECK GECAP USER MANUAL FOR DETAILS ER3007SO
2'»/»'*»»»TYPE IN THE DESIRED OPTION FROM THE CONSOLE TYPEWRITER ERR00790
3' ./» ' (C.D.H. OR L). »*»*PRESS (EOF) BUTTON TO CONTINUE EXECUT I ON*ERR008'JU
4****') ERR00810
230 READ < 6 » 2 4 0 ) T Y P E ( K ) ERROOfl2J
240 F O R M A T ( A l ) ERR0083J
K-tC-1 ERR008<.J
GO TO 320 ERR00850
250 WRITEI1.260) ERR00860
260 FORMAT!/.1 *»«ERROR»»* NUMBER OF TIC MARKS EXCEEDS LEGIBILITY LIERROOB70
1MIT»*«'./,' STANDARD FIX-UP TAKEN. EXECUTION CONTINUING') ERR00880
NXINC - XMAX/10. ERR00690
XINC • NXINC ERR00900
GO TO 320 ERR00910
270 WRITE!1.260) ERR00920
NYINC - YMAX/10. ERR00930
YINC • NYINC ERR0094Q
GO TO 320 ERR00950
280 WRITE!1.290) ERR00960
290 FORMAT!/.' •»** ERROR. . MORE THAN 100 DATA POINTS ON INPUT *»*«' .ERR00970
I/,i **»* EXECUTION CONTINUING WITHOUT REMAINING POINTS**1) ERR00980
GO TO 320 ERR00990
300 WRITEU.310) ERR01000
310 FORMAT(2X.'»«*«ERROR»»*»A DATA POINT WAS FOUND TO EXCEED THE L1MITERR01010
is OF THE AXES...****'./.' ****EXECUTION DISCONTINUED****'> ERR01020










































THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A HISTOGRAM PLOT FROM THE INPUT DATA
SUBROUTINE HIST
GECAP REVISION C. 09/05/72
COMMON TITLX(7),TITLYI7),TITLE(7)
•COMMON XVALUl101)tYVALUl101>






CALL EPLOT (1 .XVALUf1 ) tYVALU!1) )
CALL EPLOT (2 .XVALUI 1)•YSTRT)
DO 100 I«1,NPTS
CALL EPLOT ( 1 .XVALU( I ) »YVALU( I) )
PLUS»XVALU(I)+Z
CALL EPLOT (2»PLUS . YVALU(I ) )
CONTINUE






































































t GECAP REVISION C, 09/05/72
PROGRAM 6ESFT WAS DESIGNED TO SUPPLY A BEST-FIT LEAST SQUARES
FUNCTION TO A GIVEN SET OF Ii\PUT DATA. IT wAS UEMGNED TO BE
USED EXCLUSIVELY WITH PROGRAM GECAP. THE TWO MAINLINES ARE




































1*3.81.3.74.3.68.3.63.3.59.3.55.3.52.3.49 ,3.47 , 3.44 , 3.42 , 3.40 , 3.39 .BSTFC230
23.37*3.35.3.34*3.33.3.22.3.31.3.29.3.285.3.28.3.27,3.26,3.25,3.24, B5TF024J






RE-ESTABLISH THE ORIGIN ( SEE MAINLINE GECAP )
CALL SCALE(XSCLE»YSCLE,XSTRT.YSTRT)


























NX » NX + 1
NY « NX «• 1




CALL CURFIX.Y.KI .NX .NY. A .SUM » V .WORK . IHLD.E)
IF(E)70.70,50
WRITEIP.60)




























60 FORMAT!//.' ***ERROR*»* ERROR IN ROUTINE CURF. EXtCUTION CONTINUIBSTF0570
ING') BSTF0580
70 CONTINUE BSTF0590
ERROR « 0.0 BSTF060CJ
SIGSQ « 0.0 BSTF0610
C • BSTF0620
C*»* CALCULATE ERRORS FOR THIS POLYNOMIAL AND SUM THEM UP BSTF0630
C BSTF0640
00 80 KK * l.KI BSTF06bO
YCALC * F ( A » N X » X ( K K I > BSTF066U
SIGSQ = ABS(Y(KK)-YCALC>**2. BSTF0670
80 ERROR « ERROR + SIGSQ BSTF0680
90 CONTINUE BSTF0690
100 ERROR-E«ROR/(tCI-(NX-»-l) ) BSTFU700
NSUB1 - NX BSTF0710
NSUB2 - NY BSTF0720
5AVE1-SAVE2 BSTF0730
SAVE2 • SAVE3 BSTF0740












GO TO 20 BSTF0870
180 IF(NCT-1)170»190.190 BSTF0880
190 NSUB1-NX BSTF0890
NSUB2 » NX-t- 1 BSTF0900
GO TO 220 BSTF0910
C BSTF0920
c**« COMPUTE THE BEST-FIT CO-EFFICIENTS BSTF0930
C BSTF0940
200 WRITE(P»210) BSTF0950
210 FORMAT!IX.' »#*USERS MESSAGE*** THE POLYNOMIAL CALCULATED MAY OR BSTF0960
1MAY NOT BE THE BEST FITTED CURVE') BSTF0970
220 CALL CURFtXtY.KI.NSUB1.NSUB2,A.SUM.V.WORK.IHLu.E) BSTF0980
WRITEIP.230) BSTF0990
230 FORMAT!1H1) . BSTF1000
WRITEIP.240JNSUB1 BSTF1010
240 FORMAT!/*' »CO-EFF1CIENTS FOR POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE'.I 3.'*') BSTF1020
DO 260 K»liNSU32 BSTF1030




W R I T E ! P » 2 7 0 ) B-STF1080
270 FORMAT!/////) BSTF1090
WRITE(P»280)NSUB1 BSTF1100
280 FORMAT!" 'CALCULATED VALUES AND SUM OF ERRORS SQUARED FOR', 12»' DEBSTF1110
1GREE POLYNOMIAL*') BSTF1120
SIGSQ - 0.0 BSTF1130
ERROR » 0.0 BSTF1140
DO 300 I»1»KI BSTF1150
YCALC » F(A»NSUB1.X(I)) BSTF1160
















ERROR - ERROR + SIGSQ
WRITEIP.3101ERROR
FORMAT(//»' SUM OF SQUARES
WRITE(Pt230)
YCALC = ' •F20.6.10X.'DIFF*«2 = '.F20.12)
OF ERRORS FOR CURVE-FIT •F20.12)














































































C»»« GECAP REVISION Ct 39/05/72 FOUii'-J
£ FU030
C
£»•» FUNCTION F CALCULATES A Y VALUI: FROM A oIVE'J X VALUt USING THE LtAST
C»«» SUUARES CO-EFFICIENTS FOU6U
C FU07G
DIMENSION A(12tl3) KOOBu
10 F =A(N+ltl) F0090
L * N HU10J
IF(N)20.40.20 F0110
20 DO 30 I = ItN F012J
F= A(U.1)*X«»I -t- F F01AU






































































FIT TABULAR DATA TO POLYNOMIAL OF TYPE Y = AO+A1*X+A2»X*»2 + *..
DESCRIPTION
THIS SUBROUTINE WILL FIT N DATA POINTS IN
POLYNOMIAL OF THE TYPE Y = AO-t-Al»X+A2»X»*2n
WHERE N IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO M+li
AO.Al»...«Ay ARE DETERMINED BY THE METHOD
THE ROUTINE MAY BE RUN IN EITHER SINGLE OR















FIRST LOCAT+ON OF AN ARRAY CONTAINING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DATA POINTS.
2 Y FIRST LOCATION OF AN ARRAY CONTAINING N
DEPENDENT VARIABLE DATA POINTS.
3 N NUMBER OF DATA POINTS TO BE FITTED.
4 M DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL TO WHICH DATA IS TO BE
FITTED.
5 MX VARIABLE DIMENSION INTEGER. MUST BE EQUAL TO
MAXIMUM M USED PLUS 1.
6 A A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY USED BY CURFIT TO SOLVE
THE LEAST SQUARES NORMAL EQUATIONS. A MUST BE
DIMENSIONED TO (MXtMX-fl) IN THE CALLING PROGRAM.
7 SUM A TEMPORARY STORAGE AREA. MUST BE DIMENSIONED
TO (2*MX) IN CALLING PROGRAM.
V A TEMPORARY STORAGE AREA. MUST BE DIMENSIONED
TO (MX) IN CALLING PROGRAM.
WORK SEE 8 ABOVE.
IHLD SEE b ABOVE.
All.l) CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENT AM. A(2.1)
CONTAINS AM-i«...»A(M+1.1) CONTAINS AO OF THE
EQUATION Y*AO+Al*X+A2*X*»2+...+AM*X*«M.
2 E ERROR CHECK. IF E«=0.,O.K. IF E = l. AN ERROR
HAS OCCURED IN THE CALCULATION OF THE
COEFFICIENTS.
REMARKS
THIS ROUTINE CONTAINS A METHOD OF SCALING WHICH PREVENTS
OVERFLOW IN CASE THE DATA POINTS ARE LARGE. AND PREVENTS
LOSS OF ACCURACY IN CASE THE INDEPENDENT DATA POINTS
AGREE TO SEVERAL SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
REFERENCES
INTERNAL TECHNICAL NOTE NO. TN-65-01
LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT NO. 2
BILLY G. GIBBS




CHIEF. THEORETICAL PROBLEMS SECTION





























































SUBROUTINE CURF ( X . Y »N t.M iMX » A » SUM . V , WORK , I HLD » E )
DIMENSION X(l)iY(l)fSUM(l),V!l).A(12.1) .WORK! 1) » I H L D I 1 )
E = 0.0
LS « 2*M + 1
LB * M + 2
LV = M + 1
XH = ABS(X( 1) )
DO 20 I "2»N
IFIXH- A B S < X < I) ) 110.20.20
10 XH = ABS<X(I))
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 I-l.N















V(D- V< 1) + Yd)
DO 90 J= 2»LV
P « X(I) » P
SUM(J) - SUM(J) -f P
90 V(J) - V(J) -f Yd)* P
DO 100 J- LB.LS
P » X(I) * P






110 L « L+l
120 KK » KK - 1
DO 130 I-l.LV











00 170 I I - l i L L
DO 170 J-l.LL
IFtABS(WORK(1)1-ABSIA(II.J)))160.170•170



































































180 DO 190 I 1-1 iLV
Z = A( I I tl )
A(I I.1)=A( I I . 1JJ)




200 DO 230 L=1,KK
1FIABSIA(ltl) 1-ABS(AIL+1.1) >)210. 230 .230
210 DO 220 J«liJJ
Z = A ( 1 t J )




IFI A I l t l ) > 250,430.250
250 DO 260 J-l.JJ















































A( I t2) »A( I .1 l-t-SUMU )
DO 390 I-liLV
A ( I » l ) = A l I .2)
DO 400 1*1,N
XI I )-X(I )»XH
DO 410 I = l i L V
























ENT FINSH ASM 1
FINSH DC 0 ASM ^
MDX L 50.0 ASM 3
MDX »-3 ASM 4





•STORE WS UA FINSH
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APPENDIX C
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